
CLAIM FOR DAMAGES ARISING FROM NEGLIGENCE AND POSSIBLE CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY BY 
 

THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES (HHS); 
THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION (CDC); 

THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ALLERGY AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES (NIAID); AND, 
THEIR CONSPIRING ASSOCIATES 

 
WHEREAS, on April 25, 2003, the CDC sought to patent the “Coronavirus Isolated from Humans” 
in violation of 35 U.S.C. §101 which prohibits patenting nature; and, 
 
WHEREAS, in addition to their attempt to patent the coronavirus associated with Severe Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), they received patent rights to the detection and the 
manufacturing of a kit to measure fragments of the virus and their awarded claims were 
granted on August 17, 2010 in U.S. Patent 7,776,521 (the “Patent”); and, 
 
WHEREAS, CDC, NIAID and their Conspiring Associates variously conducted descriptive, 
diagnostic, therapeutic, and, Gain of Function research on coronavirus and such research 
would have required the use or infringement of the Patent at U.S. taxpayer expense in various 
grants including, but not limited to, U19 AI109761; R01 AI 108197; R01 AI132178; P30 DK065988; 
U19 AI109680, and other grants; and 
 
WHEREAS, in September of 2019, Dr. Anthony Fauci of the NIAID and Dr. Chris Elias, President, 
Global Development Program for the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, USA in their capacity 
as member of the World Health Organization’s Global Preparedness Monitoring Board in their 
capacities as agents of NIAID and Conspiring Associates mandated that “the United Nations 
(including WHO) conducts at least two system-wide training and simulation exercises, including 
one for covering the deliberate release of a lethal respiratory pathogen;” and, 
 
WHEREAS, on or about January 21, 2020, the U.S. reported its first case of coronavirus in 
Washington thought to be linked to what foreign sources had described as a “new” coronavirus; 
and, 
 
WHEREAS, on January 31, 2020, HHS Secretary Alex M. Azar II, relying on information provided by 
foreign sources, declared a Public Health Emergency for the United States; and, 
 
WHEREAS, on February 4, 2020, the United States Food and Drug Administration granted the CDC 
Emergency Use Authorization for a kit to detect coronavirus infection for which they provided no 
public notice regarding the establishment of an Institutional Review Board “with the 
concurrence of a licensed physician who is a member of or consultant to the IRB and is not 
otherwise participating in the clinical investigation” as required under 21 C.F.R. §50.24; and, 
 
WHEREAS, on February 10, 2020, Dr. Anthony Fauci and Conspiring Associates were reported to 
discuss the financial benefit of the public becoming more committed to supporting research on 
coronaviruses in the article entitled, “Fluctuating funding and flagging interest hurt coronavirus 
research, leaving crucial knowledge gaps,” in STAT; and, 
 
WHEREAS, in contravention to established, peer-reviewed medical science, the CDC, NIAID, and 
Conspiring Associates promulgated a national clinical epidemiologic experiment using “social 
distancing” and “face mask wearing” in a healthy population without establishing any clinical 



trial outcomes, without empaneling an Institutional Review Board, defining “informed consent”, 
and without reviewing the ethics of such experiment in contravention to the Declaration of 
Helsinki and 21 C.F.R. §50.20 ff, and provided guidance to Governors of the 50 states of the 
United States to carry out said experiment without any independently considered ethical review 
board finding; and, 
 
WHEREAS, according to the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses’ (ICTV) 
Coronaviridae Study Group (CSG) publication on March 2, 2020, the preliminary data suggesting 
that there was sufficient variation to determine this as a novel virus vs. a mutation of known 
coronaviruses was not based on established scientific principles but was responsive to the World 
Health Organization’s prior unfounded declaration of novelty of both the virus and a new 
disease; and, 

WHEREAS, there could be no independent verification of the epidemiologic models predicting 
dire infection and mortality rates as the underlying models and data were not published, and 
when sought, were reportedly corrupted so as to make their examination impossible; and, 

WHEREAS, in violation of State law, no medical or scientific evidence was provided to establish 
causal links between the SARS CoV-2 and the symptoms of COVID-19 relying instead on foreign 
government hearsay and conjecture to conflate association with causation; and, 

WHEREAS, based on the recommendation of the CDC, NIAID and the Conspiring Associates, no 
State official reviewed for accuracy or veracity any of the causal statements made in the 
Declaration of Emergency which contain false, misleading, and terror inducing statements; and,  

WHEREAS, in violation of well-established legal precedent from Jew Ho v. Williamson, 103 F. 10, 26 
(C.C.N.D. Cal. 1900) and subsequent public health law, arbitrary and capricious rules were 
insinuated on part of the population that were not applied generally resulting in the unlawful 
confinement of a healthy population with no basis in science; and,  

WHEREAS the CDC and its affiliated organizations have routinely conflated infection endpoints 
from RT-PCR and serology; have repeatedly reported data from flawed or unsubstantiated 
models projecting morbidity and mortality data for the inducement of terror in the general 
population in violation of §802 of the Patriot Act’s prohibition of Domestic Terrorism and, through 
this action, have sought to coerce a population and influence a government: 
 
NOW THEREFORE, I, __________________________________________, have suffered harm arising from 
the negligent and illegal acts set forth above and seek the bona fide damages listed on my 
Standard Form 95.   
 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
Signed 
 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
Witnessed 
 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
Date 


